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Basic Books. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 296
pages. Dimensions: 8.1in. x 5.3in. x 0.9in.Inspired by the end of
the millennium, celebrated science writer Paul Halpern tackles
the fate of human civilization and our planet in this meditation
on the end of the world. Beginning with the religious origins of
the idea of apocalypse, Halpern shows how science has
borrowed the metaphor to describe potential worldwide
catastrophes. He spins out various scenarios for destruction,
from nuclear war and global warming to a great flood and a
new Ice Age. He argues that while human history will someday
come to a close-even if we survived for billions of years, we
would eventually face the end of the universe itself-in the
meantime we have gained extraordinary control over our fate
as a species. Faced with the power to steer our planet toward
paradise or transform it into hell, he says, we must take steps to
avoid those catalysts of apocalypse that are within our control.
This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive
from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

This book is definitely not straightforward to get started on studying but extremely exciting to read. It is really
simplistic but shocks in the 50 percent of the ebook. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding.
-- Ally Reichel-- Ally Reichel

This publication is amazing. It is definitely basic but shocks in the fi y percent of your publication. You wont feel
monotony at anytime of your own time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you question me).
-- Pr of . K ir k Cr uicksha nk DDS-- Pr of . K ir k Cr uicksha nk DDS
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